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DS100 / DS100 LDC MANUAL 

 

Please read the manual carefully before using the system SIMGUN. Keep on the 
information and use only for the system specified batteries. Improper handling 
of SIMGUN system can cause malfunction or even damage to any or all 
components. Opening of the housing, or textiles inevitably leads to damage to 
the system. 
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1 Body-Central-Unit 
 

The Body-Central-Unit (DS100 or DS100LDC version) is the central unit of the 
SIMGUN system. All components (Head-Unit and Laser-Unit) must be set during 
the initial configuration on the Body Central Unit. The Body Central Unit will be 
established by the dip-switch settings to the various game modes. The Micro-
SD card is used to update software so that the Body Central Unit is ready for 
new additional functions. 
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1.1 Dip Switch Settings 
 

The dip switch as in Figure 1.1 is used to adjust the live-energy divisor for head 
and / or body shots as well as to enable or disable the beeper. The beeper 
causes the "death mode" to Join the one chirp is heard which is turned off by 
lying down (on front or back). For the live-energy divisor there are three 
independently settings for hits on Head-Unit or Body Central Unit available. As 
the Player enter the death mode the beeper beeps. This can be turned off by 
lying down. 
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Fig.1.1 

 

 

  Wert   Dip1 Dip2 Dip3 Dip4 Dip5 Dip6 

Head-Devisor 1   0 0        

Head-Devisor 2   1 0         

Head-Devisor 3   0 1         

Head-Devisor 1   1 1         

Jacked-Devisor 1       0 0     

Jacked-Devisor 2       1 0     

Jacked-Devisor 3       0 1     

Jacked-Devisor 1       1 1     

Beeper enabled             0   

Beeper disabled             1   
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1.2 Inserting the battery 

 

Press e.g. with a pen the golden safety pin (Figure 1.3) down and slide the 
battery cover to the side. Watch on the right polarity of the Battery, make it as 
described in Figure 1.2. Standard AA batteries as well as rechargeable AA 
batteries can be used. 
 

 

 

            Push-Button 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.2 

1.3 Switching on / off 

 

By pressing the push-button (Fig. 1.2) the Body Central Unit is turned on. The 
green LED will begin to flash in short pulses. To turn the Body Central Unit off 
the push-button must be held down for as long until the green LED goes out 
(about 3 seconds). 

1.4 Set Head-Unit / Laser-Unit  on Body-Central-Unit  

 

If the Head-Unit or Laser-Unit is not set up to the Body Central Unit the red LED 
flashes on the Head- or Laser-Unit. This red LED blinks even if no connection to 
the Body Central Unit consists. Before a new grouping of the units is made, 
make sure that the Body Central Unit is switched on. 
 

To set up the Head-Unit or the Laser-Unit on the Body Central Unit the units 
must be switched on and placed in a tight spacing. Then, by pressing the push-
buttons on the Body Central Unit and the Head-Unit the setup process gets 
started. This process is called bundling. The push-button must not be released 
during the bundling. First, the green LED goes off after about 10 seconds, the 
green LED starts to flash on the devices starts pooling. When the operation is 
completed, the green LED on the Head-Unit / Laser-Unit starts and remains lit, 
the green LED  
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on the Body Central Unit will continue to flash. The bundling is now complete. 
This bundling is stored until a new permanent bundling. 
 
On the Body Central Unit, a Head-Unit (Helmet or Capsize) and up to three 
Laser-Units and three Blocking-Units can be bundled. 

1.5 Unbundling of the Laser-Units 

 

Since up to 3 Laser-Units can be bundled with a body Central Unit, it may lead 
to incorrect bundling. To unbundle the laser units from the system  press  
briefly  the unbundling button (Figure 1.1) on the body Central Unit. 

1.6 Display a hit 

If the Body Central Unit or the Head-Unit is hit by another player, the LED on 
the Body Central Unit will flash briefly, at the same time a short beep can be 
heard and the Body Central Unit will vibrate. On a hit at the Body Central Unit 
only the red LEDs on this Body Central Unit will flash. If the Head-Unit id hit the 
red LEDs will flash (Fig. 1) on the Head-Unit and the Body Central Unit. 

1.7 Display a "kill" 

 

If the Body Central Unit or the Head-Unit got hit by another player and the life 
energy drops to 0, the LED (Fig. 1) on the Body Central Unit start to shine 
permanent for 10 Sec, a short beep can be heard and the Body Central Unit 
vibrates. If the beeper is enabled via dip switch setting so the beeper will sound 
at regular intervals till the player lies down on the belly or the back. The Laser-
Unit is disabled and can not more fire shots. There are no further hits counted. 
This state is maintained until a  "respawn" is set to the Body Central Unit and it 
will be reactivated. 
 

2 Head Unit Helmet-/Cap-Size 
 

The Head-Unit of the SIMGUN System (Helmet or cap size) has no further 
options. It only needs to be set up on the Body Central Unit. 
 

 
          Fig 2 
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2.1 Inserting the battery 
 

Press e.g. with a pen the golden safety pin down and slide the battery cover to 
the side. Watch on the right polarity of the battery, make it as described in 
Figure 2. Standard AAA batteries as well as rechargeable AAA batteries can be 
used. 

2.2 Switching on / off  Head Unit 

 

By pressing the push-button the Head-Unit is turned on. The green LED will 
begin to flash in short pulses. To turn the Head-Unit off the push-button must 
be held down for as long until the green LED goes out (about 3 seconds). 
Flashes the red LED at regular intervals after turning the Head-Unit no so no 
connection to Body Central Unit is possible either (Body Central Unit switched 
off or not in range) or there is no pooling with the Body Central Unit. 
 

2.3 Status display head unit 

 
Green LED 

The green LED signals with short light pulses the active state of the Head-Unit 
 
Red LED 

The red LED is always dark in the rule. However, the red LED blinks 
continuously, as this indicates a missing and / or noisy radio link to Body 
Central Unit, or there is no bundling to the Body Central Unit available. 
 

 
2.4 Stand alone Mode – Head Unit 
 
In the stand alone mode, the Head Unit operate as a single Unit. You can 
respawn the Head Unit und use it as target or a cheap and simple solution. 
Turn your Head Unit on and press short and fast 3 times at the on/off button. 
The Head Unit will turn off. After turning on the Head Unit again, the Status 
LED will blink only green. Now you are in the stand alone mode. Respawn the 
Head Unit. If the Head Unit is in the stand alone mode, the Head Unit will give 
you a sound feedback if you get hit or you respawn it. 
 
To connect the Head Unit back to your Body Central Unit, just make a normal 
bundling process. 
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3 Laser Unit 
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3.1 Dip switch settings 

 

The dip-switch of the Laser-Unit (Fig. 2) combines two settings. The weapon-
switch indicates to what type of weapon it is set, and also provides the shot 
energy that is transmitted on a hit.  
Each weapon has 4 different magazine sizes that can be chosen via dip switch. 
In addition, there is the dip switch setting aiming. In this setting, the Laser-Unit 
does not have any shot energy and the magazine size is 250 shots. This setting 
is intended for shooting on a target to aim the weapon. 
 
 

Note: It can not be fired on the Body Central Unit, with which the Laser-Unit is 
bundled, but at the “Stand alone Mode”, it is possible. 
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Weapontype: 
 
Laser Weapontype / shotenergy     

  Value:   Dip1 Dip2 Dip3 Dip4 Dip5 Dip6 

Pistol 75%   0 0         

Infantry Rifle 100%   1 0         

Sniper 300%   0 1         

Aiming     1 1         

 

 

Magazine sizes: 

 
Laser Pistol Magazine size      

  Value:   Dip1 Dip2 Dip3 Dip4 Dip5 Dip6 

Pistol 6   0 0 0 0     

Pistol 9   0 0 1 0     

Pistol 18   0 0 0 1     

Pistol 255   0 0 1 1     

         

Laser Infantry Rifle Magazine sizes    

  Value:   Dip1 Dip2 Dip3 Dip4 Dip5 Dip6 

Infantry Rifle 20   1 0 0 0     

Infantry Rifle 30   1 0 1 0     

Infantry Rifle 50   1 0 0 1     

Infantry Rifle 255   1 0 1 1     

         

Laser Sniper Magazine sizes      

  Value:   Dip1 Dip2 Dip3 Dip4 Dip5 Dip6 

Sniper 1   0 1 0 0     

Sniper 6   0 1 1 0     

Sniper 15   0 1 0 1     

Sniper 255   0 1 1 1     

 

250 Shot-Limit 

 
250 Shotlimit        

  Value:   Dip1 Dip2 Dip3 Dip4 Dip5 Dip6 

250 limit disabled             0   

251 limit enabled             1   

 
 
Stand alone Mode        

  Value:   Dip1 Dip2 Dip3 Dip4 Dip5 Dip6 

Stand alone Mode - off               0 

Stand alone Mode - on               1 
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3.2 Calculation: life energy / shot energy / shot energy divisor 

 

To calculate the new energy of life after a hit following formula is used: 
 

New life energy = old life energy - 
divisorShotenergy

Shotenergy
 

 
Example: life energy before a hit was 100 
 

100 - 
2

75
 =  Remaining life energy = 63 

 
Is the Laser-Unit set to weapontype sniper it shall have a shot energy of 300. 
This means that no matter what setting is used on Shotenergydivisors, a hit 
always leads to death mode. 

3.3 Inserting the battery 
 

Watch on the right polarity of the Battery, make it as described at the Top of 
the Laser Unit. Use the 18650 Battery Type only. 
 

3.4 Switching on / off  Laser-Unit 

 

By pressing the on/off push-button, the Laser-Unit is turned on. The green LED 
will begin to flash in short pulses. To turn the Laser-Unit off the push-button 
must be held down for as long until the green LED goes out (about 3 seconds). 
Flashes the red LED at regular intervals after turning the Laser-Unit no so no 
connection to Body Central Unit is possible either (Body Central Unit switched 
off or not in range) or there is no pooling with the Body Central Unit. 
 
 

3.5 Adjustment of the laser 

 

To adjust the laser to your gun, set up the laser unit to 0% shooting energy and 
activate the stand alone mode. Put your Body Central Unit at free space and 
use it as aiming target. Start to shoot at the Vest from about 10 meter. Find the 
laser beam and adjust the laser at the adjustment screws at your Laser Unit. 
Move away from your target step by step (at first in 10-20 meter steps) until 
your Laser Unit is aimed at about 200-300 meter. Shots from over 500 meters 
may need one more time a small correction at the adjustment screws.    
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3.6 Magazine change 

 

If a shot as shot was triggered the red LED flashing briefly on the housing of the 
Laser-Unit and the shot is counted. Is the magazine size (number of shots) set 
by dip switch reached no further more shots are fired. The red LED on the 
Laser-Unit illuminates when a shot is triggered no longer. Furthermore, a short 
beep at the Body Central Unit will sound when remaining 5 shots and if the 
available number of shots are reached, you will hear a beep three times. If the 
optional Blocking-Unit is used in an electronically operated weapon, it will 
switch the gun off if the available shots are reached. Carried out by a magazine 
change (press the power button on the laser unit) the weapon is automatically 
re-enabled. 
 
To take a magazine change, press briefly the push button on the Laser-Unit. 
The push-button on the Laser-Unit will flash for about 5 seconds. During this 
time, a magazine change is simulated and there can be no shot fired. Only 
when the flashing of the push-button goes off the magazine change is 
completed. 
 

3.7 250 Shot-limit 

 

Is at the Laser-Unit, the 250 shot limit enabled (via dip switch) so the player has 
a maximum of 250 shots available. Are these 250 rounds consumed you hear a 
short beep, the LED ring on the Laser-Unit starts to flash and the Laser-Unit 
(optional Blocking-Unit will block the weapon) is blocked. By a respawn the 
available number of shots is always reset to 250. 
 

 
Optionally available is the SIMGUN Small Amo box.This unit allows to charge 
the available shots to 250 without triggering a full respawn. 
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3.8 Status display Laser-Unit 

 
Green LED 
The green LED signals with short light pulses the active state of the Laser-Unit 
 
Red LED 
The red LED is always dark in the rule. If a shot is fired, the red LED light up 
briefly. If the magazine size is reached the red LED don't light up if a shot is 
triggered. However, the red LED blinks continuously, as this indicates a missing 
and / or noisy radio link to the  Body-Central-Unit or a lack of bundeling. 
 

3.9 Setting the sensitivity 
 

By turning the sensitivity adjuster the sensitivity of the shot detector is 
adjusted. So the optimum sensitivity can be set for each weapon. In particularly 
silent weapons or if the laser unit can not be mounted reasonably close to the 
noise source is recommended to use the optional longer Microphone to get he 
shot detector close to the noise source. It is also possible to place the shot 
detector directly into the barrel of the gun. 
 
3.10 Stand alone Mode 
 
With the stand alone mode you don´t need a Body Central Unit to use the 
Laser Unit. Activate the stand alone mode by turn on the last dip switch. After 
turn on the Laser Unit, only the green LED will blink. After loading the virtual 
magazine by pressing the on/off button again, the Laser Unit is ready to shoot. 
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3.11 Aiming Guide Mode 

After turning on the Laser Unit, you have to press 3 x fast at the On/Off button. 
After that, the Red LED light starts to blink at the Laser Unit. Now, the Laser 
Unit shoots 5 times in a Sec. Now you can aim at your vest or your target to 
look where the laser beam is. Change the laser direction until you are in the 
same line with your scope.  

To deactived the Aiming Guide Mode, you have to turn off the Laser Unit. 
 
 

4 Respawn  
 

   Button 
     

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 
 

Is the Body-Central-Unit in power-on or in death-mode it is activated by a 
respawn. Keep the respawner (Fig. 5) close to a sensor on the Body-Central-
Unit and press the push button of the respawner. The small red LED lights on 
the respawner briefly. Depending on the distance or angle this process need to 
be repeated. If successful, the red LEDs on the Body-Central-Unit are flashing 
quick for 10 seconds. During this time the player is invulnerable, but also can 
not fire. By three times vibrate on the Body-Central-Unit the activation is 
displayed after the 10 seconds. 

 

4.1 Changing the battery 

 

Open it by loosening the screws, gently slide the cover of the Respawner (Fig. 
5). Pay attention to the correct polarity when inserting the battery. 
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5 Blocking-Unit 
 

The optional Blocking-Unit can only be operated with electric airsoft guns. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Set Blocking-Unit on Body-Central-Unit  

 

First, the Blocking-Unit must be bundled with the Body-Central-Unit. Here, the 
Blocking-Unit is connected to the battery of the weapon and the Body-Central-
Unit is turned on and both are placed in tight spacing. Press and hold the push 
button of the Body-Central-Unit and the button on the Blocking-Unit, the green 
lights start flashing at Body-Central-Unit and Blocking-Unit. The bundling is 
complete when the green LED lit continuously on the Blocking-unit. If the 
operation was not successful the first time, repeat. 
 

 

5.2 Set Blocking-Unit on Laser-Unit  

 

Place the Blocking-Unit (bundled with the Body-Central-Unit) to the Laser-Unit 
in tight spacing. Both units as well as the Body-Central-Unit must be turned on. 
Now hold down the button on the laser unit and tap the button on the 

blocking unit short. Now the red LED should light at the Laser-Unit for a short 
time.  If the operation was not successful the first time, repeat. 
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5.3 Operation of the Blocking-Unit 

 

The Blocking-Unit interrupts the power supply to the airsoft gun. If the SIMGUN 
system is turned on it combines the Blocking-Unit by radio with the Body-
Central-Unit and its allocated Laser-Unit. Now first must be a magazine change 
performed on the Laser-Unit by pressing the button a activate the Blocking-
Unit. Whenever the player is set in death-mode or the  magazine size is fired on 
the Laser-Unit the Blocking-Unit will blocked the power supply of the Airsoft 
gun. Is now a respawn performed or a magazine change initiated the Blocking-
Unit turns the power supply freely again. 
 
 

5.4 Magazine change and repetition function of the Blocking-Unit 

 

By installing the bundled reed sensors in the airsoft gun a magazine change and 
the repetition function can be enabled via the Blocking-Unit. Installation is at 
your own risk. Under www.simgun.com you find videos that explain the 
installation and function. Note: Not every airsoft gun is suitable for installation. 
A change in the airsoft gun can void the warranty of the airsoft gun. These 
changes take place at your own risk. The company Riedesser & Pallhuber GmbH 
is not liable for damages that may arise from improper installation. 
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6 Software update of Body Central Unit via MicroSD card 
 

To be prepared for future development in the field of the SIMGUN Systems, a 
software update function has been integrated from the start. You will be 
informed on www.simgun.com if a new software update is available. You will 
also find an accurate guide to update your system. 
 

6.1 Removing / Inserting Micro SD Card 

The MicroSD card holder is to be used only for software updates and has no 
other function. 
 

6.2 update process 

The update process is described on www.simgun.com (when software updates 
are available). 
 

7 Cleaning 
 

The individual components of the system SIMGUN can be cleaned with 
lukewarm water and a little detergent. Do not use any aggressive cleaning 
agents. The individual components of the system SIMGUN may only be cleaned 
with a damp cloth and NOT dipped in either a cleaning solution or cleaned in a 
washing machine or dishwasher. Be especially careful when cleaning it that no 
water enters into the openings on the housings, LED or sensors. To clean the 
laser lens use a soft cloth to avoid scratching the lens. 
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